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Its beauty became an inspiration for his poetic and artistic sensibilities. Get Essay He was a frail, sickly and
undersized child so he was given tendered care by his parents. Because he was a frail, sickly and undersized,
he was given the tenderest care by his parents. Someday when I die, people will make monuments and images
of me! Religion serves as a guide and nourishment of true education. Environmental Influence - according to
psychologists, environment, as well as heredity, affects the nature of a person; includes places, associates,
events B. Paciano 3. Disciplinarian Woman of more than average education A woman of culture and religion
A sacrificing and industrious housewife. Aid of Divine a. Jose had soul of a genuine artist. Concepcion 9.
Devoted son of the Church The scion of a catholic clan, born and bred in a wholesome atmosphere of
Catholicism, and possessed of an inborn pious spirit, grew up a good Catholic. You may also be interested in
the following: kababata in english How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Filipinos students labeled the
Spanish and mestizos. He spent more time making images rather than to participate with his siblings games.
Secretary of the secret society. Academic societies for students who excelled in literature and the sciences.
Shows that even in an early age, it shows that he had a concept of nationalism. Chinese Ancestors - serious
nature - frugality - patience - love for children A. Rizal was also interested in magic. A few kilometers to the
south loom the legendary Mt. From his sisters, he learned to be courteous and kind to women. The moth died a
victim of its illusion in its search for the light. Another childhood memory was the daily Angelus prayer. Fairy
tales told by his aya during his early childhood -interest in folklore and legends B. And, like that young moth,
he was fated to die as a martyr for a noble ideal. Very rich in nature An agricultural town with the
specialization in the production of sugar. She was arrested for two and a half years. Father - sense of
self-respect - love for work - habit of independent thinking A. Josefa  First Drama by Rizal After writing a
poem he wrote his first dramatic work which was a tagalog comedy and it was purchased by a gobernadorcillo
of Paete for two 2 pesos. His father built a Nipa cottage for him to play in the daytime. The governor-general
during the time Rizal was punished for not greeting the lieutenant of the Guardia Civil. It was the first trip of
Jose across Laguna de Bay and his first pilgrimage to Antipolo. Paciano -love of freedom and justice: B. The
sorrows in his family contributed to strengthen his character.


